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HYTE Launches Y60 Mid-Tower PC Case – A New Angle on Design
The Y60 gives PC enthusiasts a brand-new perspective on their hardware, while keeping components cool
and cables managed
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. MARCH 15, 2022 – HYTE, the new PC components, peripherals, and lifestyle brand of
iBUYPOWER, today launched the new Y60 mid-tower PC case. Taking a new angle on design, the Y60
boasts a style unlike any other case available on the market.
The uniquely constructed Y60 ATX case features a three-part, bezel-less, tempered glass front and side
panel that provides an unobstructed internal view from a left, right, or center orientation. When the glass
panels are removed, chamfered molding on the ceiling and oor of the case draw the eye inward, creating a
modern aesthetic and allowing the system to be displayed in an open-air format. Users will have the option
to choose from three colorways, white and black, black and black, and red and black, to best t the aesthetic
of their setup.
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“We designed the HYTE Y60 to be the modern re ection of personal computing,” said Rob Teller, Lead
Roadmap Architect of HYTE. “Remarkable from any angle and the perfect platform to create with.”

Designed to exclusively mount and display the graphics card (GPU) in a vertical orientation, the HYTE Y60
comes equipped with a 4.0 PCIe riser cable to support the latest GPUs available on the market. To avoid
unsightly PCB connections and to create a uni ed color scheme, HYTE has color matched the custom riser
canopy to complement the outside of the Y60. Additionally, the Y60 allows for the installation of half-height
expansion cards, capture cards, or PCIe SSDs behind the vertical GPU.
The Y60 was carefully crafted with a continuous ventilation pattern that ows over the top of the case, down
the rear-side, and continues to the internal oor of the case. Three, 120 mm fans come pre-installed in the
Y60; one in the rear for exhaust and two in the basement of the case to prioritize the cooling of the graphics
card. Users will have the ability to mount radiators in two locations with compatibility of up to 280 mm on
the side and up to 360 mm on the top.
With external dimensions of 456 mm (L) x 285 mm (W) x 462 mm (H), the unique angles of the Y60 make it
possible for users to orient their system on the left or right side of a setup without compromising accessibility.
The front I/O is located on the corner piece of the Y60 and features two USB 3.0 Type-A ports, one USB 3.2
Gen 2 Type-C port, and a 3.5 mm combo jack. The dual chamber layout of the Y60 simpli es cable
management and provides the user with ample space to route and store unused cables.
For customers looking for an out of the box, plug-and-play experience, systems featuring the HYTE Y60 will
be available through its sister brand, iBUYPOWER. Experience free, two-day shipping with the Gaming RDY
Y60BG201, featuring the Intel® Core™ i7 12700KF CPU, NVIDIA RTX™ 3070 Ti GPU, Z690 motherboard,
2TB M.2 PCIe SSD, 16GB 3600MHz RGB DDR4, 240 mm RGB AIO, and 750W 80 Plus Gold power supply.
For customers looking to personalize their system iBUYPOWER will offer custom con gurable systems for a
wide array of component selections.
Pricing and Availability
The HYTE Y60 PC Case is available for purchase immediately from HYTE.com and HYTE’s global network of
authorized retailers and distributors for a starting MSRP of $199.99 USD.
Systems featuring the HYTE Y60 will be available for purchase immediately from iBUYPOWER.com and its
network of authorized retailers.
Webpages
To learn more about the HYTE Y60 case, please visit: https://hyte.co/Y60
To learn more about iBUYPOWER systems featuring the HYTE Y60, please visit: https://ibuypower.gg/ibpy60
Video
To watch the Y60 product video, please visit: HYTE Y60 - Technical Overview
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For additional images of the HYTE Y60, please visit: https://hyte.co/dby60

About HYTE
HYTE is a lifestyle-centered brand focused on enhancing play with its fresh and innovative PC components
and accessories. Designed to fuel passions in gaming, music, the arts and entertainment, all HYTE products
are rigorously researched and tested before they are brought to fruition. HYTE, as a company and its
products, are inspired by the needs and behaviors of its community and the many ways people play.
HYTE is committed to designing products to help people experience play throughout their lifestyle, no matter
what that may be.
HYTE is a subsidiary brand of iBUYPOWER, a leading manufacturer of high-performance custom gaming
PCs. HYTE, and its logo are registered trademarks of iBUYPOWER in the United States and/or other
countries. Pricing, availability, features and speci cations are subject to change without notice.
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